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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVE: To develop and validate an assessment tool—the Leg Ulcer Measurement Tool (LUMT)—that would be
able to detect changes in the appearance of lower extremity ulcers.
SUBJECTS: Twenty-two subjects with chronic leg ulcers of various etiologies (arterial, venous, diabetes) participated in the validation study.
DESIGN: An interdisciplinary panel consisting of 9 local wound care specialists confirmed content validity.
Concurrent criterion validity was determined by correlation of the size domain (1 of 14 clinician-rated domains in
the LUMT) with acetate tracing measurement of wound surface area. Reliability was determined using repeated
assessments by 4 wound care specialist and 2 inexperienced evaluators; responsiveness was determined using
monthly reassessments by a single rater for 4 months.
RESULTS: Concurrent criterion validity was r = 0.82. Excellent values of intrarater and interrater reliability (ICC
> 0.75) were obtained for total LUMT scores and for many of the 14 individual domains; however, several domains
were found to be less reproducible. The LUMT detected change in wound status over time (responsiveness coefficient = 0.84).
CONCLUSION: The LUMT can be used by 1 or more assessors, with relatively little previous training, to make
reproducible evaluations of lower extremity ulcer appearance and to document change in appearance over time.
The LUMT represents a novel assessment tool specifically designed and validated for clinical or research use on
chronic leg ulcers.
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was estimated to range from £342 to £6741, depending on the
treatment. These estimates were based on 12 published multinational leg ulcer studies involving 842 ulcers.5 In Canada, the
annual cost of home care expenditures for leg ulcers in 1 urban
region was estimated to be $1.3 million.6 In the United States,
the cost for treatment of leg ulcers for working-age individuals
with diabetes averaged $2687 per patient per year, or $4595 per
ulcer per episode.7
Numerous therapies have been developed over the last 30 to
40 years to accelerate closure of chronic wounds. Assessing the
effectiveness of these therapies requires a measurement tool that

pidemiologic studies performed in the United States and
other countries suggest that chronic leg ulcers occur in
1% to 2% of the population.1,2 Venous insufficiency is
the most common underlying cause, occurring in 40% to 50%
of patients with lower extremity ulcers.1,2 Over the course of a
year, 7% of people with diabetes will develop foot ulcers.3
These ulcers often result in lower leg amputation, with serious
functional and lifestyle repercussions.4 Not only are leg ulcers
associated with significant human consequences, but they also
represent a tremendous financial burden to health care. For
example, the cost per healed wound in the United Kingdom
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will describe the current condition of the wound and detect any
improvement or deterioration in wound status over time. Many
of the recently developed wound assessment tools were
designed specifically to evaluate pressure ulcers. Some of these
tools include the Pressure Sore Status Tool (PSST),8 the Pressure
Ulcer Scale for Healing (PUSH Tool),9 the Sussman Wound
Healing Tool (SWHT),10 the Sessing Scale,11 the Wound Healing
Scale (WHS),12 and the Photographic Wound Assessment Tool
(PWAT).13 Many of these tools have been found to provide
reproducible evaluations of pressure ulcers14,15; however, only
the Sessing Scale and PWAT have been shown to detect changes
in pressure ulcer status over time.16
Tools utilized specifically to assess pressure ulcer status do
not necessarily provide accurate evaluation of other common
types of chronic ulcers, such as diabetic foot ulcers and venous
leg ulcers. Assessment tools that describe the severity of diabetic foot ulcers have been developed,17,18 and a staging system for
wound bed preparation applicable to venous ulcers has been
proposed.19 Although these classification systems for lower
extremity ulcers may be useful in predicting patient outcomes,
such as amputation17 or complete wound closure,19 they were
neither designed nor validated to detect improvement or deterioration in wound status over time.
Wound care professionals have limited choices when evaluating leg ulcers because of a lack of validated measurement
tools specifically designed for these wounds. In practice, many
clinicians use pressure ulcer assessment tools designed to
measure wounds that are characteristically and morphologically different from venous ulcers. Clinicians who measure wound
size and use it as the indicator of change in wound status have
similar issues. Therefore, wound care clinicians need evaluative
tools designed specifically to assess leg ulcer status and change
over time so that they can accurately evaluate the effectiveness
of their interventions. The goal of the present study was to
develop and validate a Leg Ulcer Measurement Tool (LUMT)
that would be used for this purpose.
A review of literature was undertaken to determine
items/domains to be included in the LUMT. Existing scales
were reviewed, and some elements were incorporated into the
initial drafts. The clinical observations and experience of local
wound care experts were employed. This resulted in a comprehensive list of items related to leg ulcers and much discussion
of the contents to include. It was decided that the tool should
include only items that had the potential to change with
wound improvement.
A pen and paper instrument was developed. This instrument
consists of 14 clinician-rated items and 3 patient- or proxyrated items (Figure 1). Each item has 5 ordered response categories, coded 0 to 4, with the intervals between responses
ADVANCES IN SKIN & WOUND CARE • VOL.17 NO. 4

Table 1.
SUBJECTS’ BASELINE CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristics

%

Sex
Female

59

Male

41

Comorbidities
Neuropathic

14

Venous

32

Trauma

9

Arterial

5

Other (radiation damage, osteomyelitis,
pyoderma gangrenosum)

14
Mean (SD)

Age (years)
Wound size

71 (14)
(cm2)

3.8 (5.7)

designed to be equal. The clinician-rated part of the tool can be
summed to derive a total score that ranges from 0 to 56. A score
of 0 indicates that the wound has closed. After the form was
developed, it was pretested on 10 to 15 inpatients of the hospital and 15 to 20 outpatients at the wound management clinic
to determine the feasibility of collecting all items and the
amount of time needed to collect the data.
A panel consisting of local wound care specialists (1 dermatologist, 1 podiatrist, and 9 enterostomal therapy or wound
nurses with a combined 128 years of wound experience)
assessed content validity. A cover letter and brief questionnaire
detailed the specific information required for the study of content validity. This included questions about format, content,
and the response categories for each item. The wound care
specialists reviewed and discussed the proposed LUMT items
and responses with the authors. Changes were made based on
comments from the panel. Consensus was reached that all
suitable domains were included and that the response options
were appropriate—ie, represented characteristics that could
change over time, were listed in correct order, and had equal
intervals between responses. The responses of the content
validity panel members were not quantified; their consensus
ensured content validity of the instrument.

METHODS
Subject recruitment and informed consent
Outpatients of the wound management clinic who had chronic leg ulcers were asked to participate in the evaluation of the
188
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Sample size requirement

LUMT. Persons who were ambulatory, physically able to participate in a half day of testing, and whose leg ulcers included
a variety of sizes and etiologies were sought to evaluate the
entire LUMT scale. The validation study was fully explained to
subjects, who also received a letter giving them information
about the study, and informed consent was obtained.

It was determined that 22 subjects who were measured up to 4
times each were needed to evaluate both intrarater and interrater reliability with 0.80 statistical power at the 0.05 significance level.22 This was based on a value of 0.6 for rho (ρ) for the
null hypothesis (Ho), the minimum value for the reliability that
the authors would consider acceptable, and a population value
for ρ of 0.8. Sample size calculation was not performed for the
determination of responsiveness.

Study design
An initial evaluation day was held so that all subjects could be
evaluated and reevaluated on a single day to determine reliability and concurrent criterion validity. The research nurse
removed the subjects’ dressings and covered each wound with
saline-moistened gauze. Subjects were seated with their legs
extended on examination beds while evaluators circulated from
one subject to the next according to a predetermined random
order, using the LUMT to rate each wound. Measurement of
wound surface area was obtained by using an acetate tracing
and planimeter, a method that has been validated in all common etiologies of ulcers.20,21 This was considered the “gold
standard”for measurement of wound size.
An assessor, who was blind to the LUMT assessments (ie,
not involved in the reliability of the LUMT assessments)
obtained and measured the acetate tracings using a planimeter. For concurrent criterion validity, the total LUMT score and
scores assigned to the LUMT size item were compared with
the surface area tracing. For intrarater reliability, all subjects
were rated up to 4 times by the same evaluators according to
an ordered schedule. New forms were used for each evaluation
in an effort to blind the evaluators to their previous ratings for
the subject. For interrater reliability, 4 wound care specialists
and 2 inexperienced evaluators who were blind to the ratings
of the other evaluators rated all subjects. For all assessments,
precautions were taken to avoid cross-contamination of the
wounds. Fresh gloves were used for each evaluation; waterless
hand cleanser was used between evaluations; and no measurement instruments were transferred between patients.
The expert evaluators all had considerable clinical experience
in wound care. They included a family physician, a registered
nurse, a physical therapy educator, and a senior level physical
therapy graduate student. Two of the specialists were members
of the team that developed the LUMT; the other 2 experts were
using the LUMT for the first time. The inexperienced raters
were physical therapy undergraduate students in the final year
of their program. They were educated about leg ulcers and the
use of the LUMT in 2 1-hour sessions using photographs.
To evaluate responsiveness of the LUMT, subjects were reevaluated approximately monthly for 4 months. A registered nurse
specializing in wound care assessed them using the LUMT and
surface area tracings.
WWW.WOUNDCAREJOURNAL.COM

Statistical analyses
Concurrent criterion validity was evaluated by correlating the
results obtained at baseline for the total LUMT and the size
item of the LUMT with the measurement of surface area as
determined by acetate tracing. Because the total LUMT consists of many domains or items that are unrelated to wound
size, the extent of the relationship between the surface area
tracing measurement of size and the total LUMT score was
not expected to be strong; the correlation with the LUMT size
item was expected to be stronger. In the present study, a
Pearson product moment correlation coefficient greater than
0.75 was considered to be sufficient to demonstrate concurrent criterion validity.
The statistical methodology for the reliability evaluation
has been described.23 Reliability was expressed in terms of
intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs). The ICC is a measure
of association that indicates the agreement of scores measured by different raters or more than once by the same rater.
The ICC describes the variance due to differences among
patients divided by the total variance. Variance estimates for
the coefficients were derived from two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).24 For the present study, it was decided that
interrater and intrarater reliability would be expressed in
terms of the ICC (2,1), which is based on a random effects
ANOVA model and, therefore, is generalizable to other raters
and to other ratings by the same raters, respectively. Values of
the ICC can vary from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating perfect reliability. Different ranges of the reliability values have been
characterized with respect to the degree of agreement they
imply.25,26 Using characterization from Fleiss26, values of the
ICC below 0.40 represent poor agreement, between 0.40 and
0.75 represent fair to good agreement, and values greater
than 0.75 may be considered excellent agreement beyond
chance. Values greater than 0.75 are considered reliable in the
present study.
All raters could not conduct 4 repeated measurements for all
subjects due to patient and rater fatigue. Individual estimates
of intrarater reliability were determined, therefore, based on
the minimum number of repeated measurements per rater
189
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Figure 1. LUMT FORM AND INSTRUCTIONS
LEG ULCER MEASUREMENT TOOL (LUMT)©

ITEM / DOMAIN

RESPONSE CATEGORIES

SCORE
Date (mm/dd/yyyy)
__/__/__
__/__/__

__/__/__

__/__/__

__/__/__

__/__/__

(A) CLINICIAN RATED DOMAINS
A1. Exudate type
0 None
1 Serosanguineous
2 Serous
3 Seropurulent
4 Purulent
A2. Exudate amount 0 None
1 Scant
2 Small
3 Moderate
4 Copious
A3. Size (from edge (Length x Width)
of advancing border 0 Healed
of epithelium)
1 <2.5 cm2
2 2.5-5.0 cm2
3 5.1-10.0 cm2
4 10.1 cm2 or more
A4. Depth
Tissue Layers
0 Healed
1 Partial thickness skin loss
2 Full thickness
3 Tendon/joint capsule visible
4 Probes to bone
A5. Undermining
Greatest at ___ o’clock
0 0 cm
1 >0 - 0.4 cm
2 >0.4 - 0.9 cm
3 >0.9 - 1.4 cm
4 >1.5 cm
A6. Necrotic tissue
0 None
type
1 Loose white to yellow slough
2 Attached white to yellow slough or fibrin
3 Soft grey to black eschar
4 Hard dry black eschar
A7. Necrotic tissue
0 None visible
amount
1 1 to 25% of wound bed covered
2 26 to 50% of wound bed covered
3 51 to 75% of wound bed covered
4 76 to 100% of wound bed covered
A8. Granulation
0 Healed
tissue type
1 Bright beefy red
2 Dusky pink
3 Pale
4 Absent
A9. Granulation
0 Healed
tissue amount
1 76 to 100% of wound bed covered
2 51 to 75% of wound bed covered
3 26 to 50% of wound bed covered
4 1 to 25% of wound bed covered
A10. Edges
0 Healed
1 ≥50% advancing border of epithelium
or indistinct borders
2 <50% advancing border of epithelium
3 Attached, no advancing border of epithelium
4 Unattached or undermined
© M. Gail Woodbury, PhD; Pamela E. Houghton, PhD; Karen E. Campbell, MScN; and David H. Keast, MD
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ITEM / DOMAIN

RESPONSE CATEGORIES

SCORE
Date (mm/dd/yyyy)
__/__/__
__/__/__

A11. Periulcer skin
viability
- callus
- dermatitis (pale)
- maceration
- induration
- erythema (bright red)
- purple blanchable
- purple nonblanchable
- skin dehydration
A12. Leg edema type

A13. Leg edema
location

A14. Assessment of
bioburden

__/__/__

__/__/__

__/__/__

__/__/__

Number of factors affected
0 None
1 One only
2 Two or three
3 Four or five
4 Six or more factors

0
1
2
3
4
0
1
2
3
4
0
1
2
3
4

None
Non-pitting or firmness
Pitting
Fibrosis or lipodermatosclerosis
Indurated
None
Localized periulcer
Foot, including ankle
To mid calf
To knee
Healed
Lightly colonized
Heavily colonized
Localized infection
Systemic infection

Total - (A) CLINICIAN RATED DOMAINS:
(B) PATIENT (PROXY) RATED DOMAINS
B1. Pain amount
Numerical rating scale (0-10)
(as it relates to the leg 0 None
ulcer)
1 >0 – 2
Rate your pain, experi- 2 >2 – 4
enced in the last 24
3 >4 – 7
hours, on a scale from 0
4 >7
to 10, where 0 is “no
pain” and 10 is the
“worst pain.”

B2. Pain frequency
(as it relates to
the leg ulcer)

“Which of the following
terms best describes how
often you have had pain
in the last 24 hours?”

0
1
2
3
4

None
Occasional
Position dependent
Constant
Disturbs sleep

B3. Quality of life (as 0 Delighted
it relates to the leg
1 Satisfied
ulcer)
2 Mixed
3 Dissatisfied
“How do you feel about 4 Terrible
the quality of your life at
the present time?”

Total - (B) PATIENT (PROXY) RATED DOMAINS:
Proxy Completed by:
Total LUMT Score:
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Figure 1.
LUMT FORM AND INSTRUCTIONS (continued)

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Section A CLINICIAN-RATED DOMAINS Assessments are to
be done predebridement but after cleansing the wound.
Evaluators should note the exudate type and amount on
removal of dressings. Whenever possible, the time since the
last dressing change should be consistent from one assessment to the next.

tor and measure the distance along the applicator in centimetres. Indicate the area of greatest undermining according to the
face of a clock, with 12 o’clock at the top of the patient.
A6. Necrotic tissue type—Reminder: The wound should be
thoroughly cleansed before evaluating.
Pick the predominant type of necrotic tissue, eg, if most of the
wound bed is attached fibrin with small amount of black
eschar, choose attached fibrin as tissue type.

A1. Exudate type—Reminder: Some wound care products may
change the appearance of the exudate, eg, silver sulfadiazine
or hydrocolloids.
Definitions:
1 Serosanguineous—thin, watery, pale red to pink
2 Serous—thin, watery, clear, pale yellowish
3 Seropurulent—thin, opaque
4 Purulent—thick, opaque, yellow to green with foul odour (as
distinct from body or foot odour)

A7. Necrotic tissue amount of predominant type selected in A6.
The sum of the percentages in A7 and A9 may be less than but
should not exceed 100%.
A8. Granulation tissue type—Choose predominant type of granulation tissue.

A2. Exudate amount—Reminder: Consider time since last
dressing change.
0 None—ulcer healed or wound tissue dry (if wound dressings
changes are not regular)
1 Scant—wound bed moist with dressing dry
2 Small—wound bed moist with some drainage on dressing
3 Moderate—obvious fluid in wound bed and >50% of dressing
soaked
4 Copious—overwhelming the dressing system
A3. Size—Measure length as the longest diameter; width is perpendicular to length. Avoid diagonals. Calculate wound area as
length by width. Write this in space provided and select appropriate response category.

90

NOT

A10. Edges—Definition: Indistinct borders—where you would
not be able to trace the wound edge.
1 More than half of advancing borders may be indistinct
because most of wound is epithelializing.
Advancing wound edge is
2 Less than half of the wound edge is advancing (the process
of epidermal resurfacing appears smooth and shiny).
3 Attached, no advancing border-unable to probe.
Looks like
4 Unattached wound edge is
undermined wound edge is
A11. Periulcer skin viability—Select the following items that are
present; count the number selected; then use this total to
determine appropriate response category.

w

1

A9. Granulation tissue amount—(The sum of the percentages in
A7 and A9 may be less than but should not exceed 100%.) The
percentage of granulation tissue refers only to the nonepithelialized (open) portion of the wound. The advancing border of
epithelium is not considered part of the wound surface.

A4. Depth—layers. Pick the most appropriate descriptor.
A5. Undermining—Place moistened rayon-tipped sterile applicator or wound probe under the edge of the wound. Advance it
gently as far as it will go. Place gloved thumb on the applicator
against the wound edge to mark the extent of undermining on
the applicator. Holding the thumb in place, remove the applica-

ADVANCES IN SKIN & WOUND CARE • VOL.17 NO. 4
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Definitions:
Callus—thick, dry epidermis
Scaling dermatitis—scaling, red skin which may be weeping
Maceration—wet, white, opaque skin
Induration—feels firmer than surrounding skin when pressed
Erythema—skin redness (bright red)
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obtained for all subjects. From these individual ICC estimates,
the mean ICC estimate was calculated.
Absolute reliability was expressed in terms of the standard
error of measurement (SEM), which is the square root of the error
variance.27 The formulae for the calculation of SEM for interrater
and intrarater reliability have been previously published.23
Several methods exist for reporting the responsiveness of
measurement instruments. In the present study, the LUMT was
considered responsive if the responsiveness coefficient27 was
greater than 0.75.

A12. Leg edema type—Indicate the worst edema type located
anywhere on leg.
Definition: lipodermatosclerosis–waxy, white, firm tissue.
A13. Leg edema location—Indicate the most proximal location
of any type of edema. Clinical example: pitting edema ankles
with nonpitting edema to mid calf: For A10, leg edema type =
2 > pitting = , A11, leg edema location = 3 > to mid calf =.

RESULTS
Subjects
Twenty-two subjects participated in the assessments of concurrent validity and reliability. Characteristics of the subjects at
baseline are illustrated in Table 1. Three subjects did not complete all subsequent monthly reevaluations; 1 died and 1 withdrew before the first reevaluation, and 1 was lost to follow-up
before the second reevaluation. Therefore, 19 subjects were
evaluated to determine responsiveness of the LUMT.

A14. Assessment of bioburden
1 Lightly colonized: small amount of serous-type exudate.
2 Heavily colonized: large amount of seropurulent drainage
with foul odour and no other cardinal signs of inflammation.
3 Localized infection: large amount of seropurulent drainage
with foul odour and either induration, erythema, warmth, or
pain.
4 Systemic infection: advancing cellulitis or osteomyelitis.

Concurrent criterion validity
The correlation coefficient for the relationship between the
measurement of surface area, as determined by acetate tracing,
and the LUMT total score was r = 0.43, a fair to good correlation. The relationship between the surface area measurement
and the LUMT size item yielded a correlation coefficient of r =
0.82, an excellent correlation.

Section B PATIENT- (PROXY) RATED DOMAINS Read the
questions “as they are” to the patient. It is important to qualify
that the questions refer to the last 24 hours. If the patient is
unable to understand the questions due to cognition or language deficits, section B should not be completed or it may
be completed by a proxy only if the proxy knows the patient
well and has been with the patient for most of the last 24
hours. The same person should provide proxy information for
each assessment; do not complete section B by proxy if the
person providing proxy information is not the same.

Reliability
Reliability coefficients derived from repeated measures
ANOVA and the measurement error, SEM, are reported in
Tables 2 and 3 for the total LUMT and for the individual items.
For intrarater reliability, the same mean ICC value for the total
LUMT score was obtained for the experienced raters and the
inexperienced raters (0.96, considered excellent). Most items
had coefficients greater than 0.75. For the experts, the only
mean ICC below 0.75 was for leg edema location. For the students, the mean ICCs for edema location, edema type, periulcer skin viability, and granulation tissue amount were below
0.75. Values of the SEM were similar for the experts and students for the total LUMT score (approximately 2.0); most were
less than 0.5 for the individual items.
The interrater reliability coefficients for the total LUMT score
were 0.77 and 0.89 for the experienced and the inexperienced
raters, respectively; these values are considered excellent.
(These ICC [2,1] coefficients are lower than those reported previously due to use of a different coefficient model.) For both
experts and students, several individual items had ICCs greater

B1. Pain amount as it relates to the leg ulcer in the last 24
hours. Determine the rating based on a numerical rating scale
ranging from 0-10, then place response in appropriate category.
B2. Pain frequency as it relates to the leg ulcer in the last 24
hours. How often patient experienced pain in the last 24
hours.
B3. Quality of life as it relates to the leg ulcer in the last 24
hours.
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than 0.60 (substantial), others had ICCs greater than 0.41
(moderate), and 3 (periulcer skin viability, leg edema type, and
location) had ICCs less than 0.40 (slight to fair).
The SEMs for the total LUMT score for expert raters and for
the inexperienced raters were 4.8 and 3.3, respectively. These
values, which express the measurement error in the same units
as the original instrument, represent error magnitude of
approximately the value of 1 LUMT item. Almost all of the
individual items had SEM values less than 1.0; many were less
than 0.75. Because a value of 1 on a scale from 0 to 4 is 25% of
the scale, all these SEM values are acceptable.

Figure 2.
TOTAL LUMT SCORE: MEAN VALUES OVER TIME

Responsiveness
The total group of 19 subjects was divided into 3 groups based
on the direction of change in surface area tracings: healers
(those who had decreased surface area; n=8), nonhealers
(those whose wounds remained the same or became larger;
n=6), and no change (those whose wounds were almost
closed and almost closed for the duration of the study; n=5).
Based on the total LUMT score, the responsiveness coefficient
was 0.84, after controlling for the baseline LUMT score and
dividing the group into healers, nonhealers, and those with no
change.
The LUMT scores of these groups are shown in Figure 2.

DISCUSSION

The LUMT is the first instrument developed specifically to evaluate leg ulcer appearance. Therefore, there are no criteria against
which to evaluate the total LUMT for concurrent criteria validity.
Some experts consider surface area tracing to be the best criterion available28 because of its relationship with actual wound healing and closure of the wound.29,30 Although surface area tracing provides an appropriate comparison and an excellent relationship with the size item of the LUMT, its
moderate relationship with the total LUMT
Table 2.
reflects the fact that the total score consists of
INTRARATER RELIABILITY
many items besides wound size.
ICC
SEM
Although consideration was given to
Raters
using the Kappa statistic to determine the
reliability of the total LUMT and/or the indiItems
Experts
Students
Experts
Students
vidual items, using the ICC (for continuous
Exudate type
.89
.90
0.4
0.4
data) was appropriate because the intervals
Exudate amount
.96
.90
0.2
0.4
between response categories for each item
Size
.98
.96
0.2
0.3
were designed to be equal, thereby producDepth
.99
.93
0.1
0.3
ing an interval measurement scale. In addiUndermining
.93
.89
0.1
0.3
tion, the ICC is commonly used and recognized in this area. The ICC (2,1) model was
Necrotic tissue type
75
.85
0.5
0.3
used because the raters were considered to
Necrotic tissue amount
.81
.84
0.6
0.6
be randomly selected from all possible raters
Granulation tissue type
.85
.96
0.4
0.2
(for interrater reliability) and the ratings of
Granulation tissue amount
.76
.71
0.6
0.7
the individual raters were considered to be a
Edges
.95
.86
0.3
0.5
random selection of all possible ratings of
Periulcer skin viability
.80
.60
0.2
0.4
those raters (for intrarater reliability). As a
result, the interrater and intrarater reliability
Leg edema type
63
.64
0.5
0.4
ICCs are generalizable to use of the LUMT
Leg edema location
78
.70
0.5
0.5
by other potential raters.
Assessment of bioburden
.97
.88
0.1
0.3
For the assessment of reliability, the value
Total score
.96
.96
2.2
2.0
of the ICC will be higher (closer to 1) when
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the full spectrum of leg ulcers is representTable 3.
ed in the sample. For this reason, the subINTERRATER RELIABILITY
jects in the sample of the present study
ICC
SEM
were selected to represent wounds that
Raters
ranged from larger, more extensive wounds
Items
Experts
Students
Experts
Students
(open) to fully healed wounds (closed). The
wounds ranged in size from 0 to 19 cm2,
Exudate type
.64
.84
0.8
0.4
with a median of 1.2 cm2. Assuming that
Exudate amount
.79
.70
0.6
0.7
subjects were stable over time and that
Size
.89
.95
0.5
0.3
raters could reproduce their measurements,
Depth
.88
.79
0.4
0.5
the ICCs should be close to 1.
Undermining
.70
.75
0.4
0.4
The ideal situation for assessing the reliaNecrotic tissue type
.64
.49
0.6
0.6
bility of a measurement tool is to reevaluate
the leg ulcers in a short time frame, over
Necrotic tissue amount
.61
.66
0.9
0.8
which no change in wound appearance is
Granulation tissue type
.60
.62
0.7
0.6
likely to occur. For the present study, succesGranulation tissue amount
.56
.48
0.9
1.0
sive evaluations by the raters were conductEdges
.72
.71
0.8
0.8
ed over a 4-hour period in random order,
Periulcer skin viability
.32
.58
0.5
0.4
such that one rater might complete the evalLeg edema type
.13
.00
1.0
0.6
uations within an hour while another rater
might take 31⁄2 hours to complete the evaluaLeg edema location
.20
.33
0.3
1.0
tions.
Assessment of bioburden
.83
.42
0.4
.67
In some situations, wounds did change
Total score
.77
.89
4.8
3.3
over the evaluation period. For example,
edema location and type gradually changed
ficients for total score and individual items suggest that the
in patients whose compression bandages were removed for the
same rater can use the LUMT reliably on successive evaluaassessments. Other ways in which wound appearance could
tions. Most individual items (for each rater or when the mean
change during the evaluation period include the following:
of raters is considered) had coefficients greater than 0.75.
macerated skin appeared to improve when it dried; dermatitis
The sample size determination for the reliability evaluation
appearance changed; erythema could become less red if it was
provided the number of subjects (22) required and the number
due to a reaction to adhesive; skin dehydration could go either
of repeated measurements (4). Although it was not possible for
way; and dry wound beds were debrided when moistened with
experienced raters to conduct all the scheduled repeated meassaline. Therefore, real change occurred in some of the individurements due to patient and rater fatigue, the inclusion of stuual LUMT items over the successive evaluations, as reflected by
dent ratings maintained the statistical power at 0.80.
the lower reliability coefficients. Although this was a disadvanHaving more subjects for the responsiveness evaluation
tage for examining reliability, it suggests that raters could
would have been preferable. Nevertheless, the present study
detect these changes in wound appearance.
provides preliminary information indicating that the LUMT is
For the individual items with lower coefficients, real change
responsive to change. One would have greater confidence,
occurred over approximately 4 hours, during which successive
however, in an estimate based on larger numbers of subjects.
evaluations were made by 6 evaluators. Hindsight indicates that
The similar reliability results obtained by inexperienced and
in a population with chronic leg ulcers, the appearance of both the
experienced raters indicate the adequacy of 2 1-hour sessions
leg and the leg ulcer can change when dressings and/or compresof training using photographs to teach students to assess
sion are removed. Therefore, the mechanics of assessing reliabiliwounds using the LUMT. Given the higher interrater reliability are extremely complicated and require further consideration.
ty total score for students, the authors recommend training to
The total LUMT coefficients for interrater reliability are high
improve consistency and interpretation of LUMT criteria and
enough to suggest that more than 1 rater can use the LUMT
the form. For example, experienced wound care specialists not
reliably on successive evaluations. However, having the same
familiar with the LUMT might benefit from 2 1-hour sessions
evaluator perform successive assessments would reduce meassimilar to those used to train student raters.
urement error. For intrarater reliability, the high reliability coefWWW.WOUNDCAREJOURNAL.COM
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In the present study, responsiveness was presented using the
responsiveness coefficient because its interpretation is similar to
that of the reliability coefficients, ie, the more reliable or responsive an instrument is, the closer the value of the coefficient is to
1. The excellent responsiveness coefficient of 0.84 suggests that
the LUMT would be able to detect change over time.
Subjects from the outpatient wound clinic were chosen for the
heterogeneity needed for the reliability assessment, and they produced heterogeneous results. This was not the best group for
assessment of responsiveness because some leg ulcers did not
have the same potential to heal. Initially, it had been anticipated
that all wounds would improve over time in response to the standard care provided in the wound clinic. This care is consistent
with published national best practice principles.31-34 However,
healing was not the goal of care in all cases; for some subjects, the
goal was to minimize infection. For this reason, subjects were
organized into more homogeneous groups of healers and nonhealers to evaluate responsiveness. Responses are more likely to
be homogeneous in randomized controlled trial setting in which
the sample is chosen based on potential for healing.
The LUMT is easy to use: It takes about 3 minutes to complete after training. Therefore, this tool would be appropriate
for use in research and in clinical practice, and it would provide
a full and complete description of wound appearance.

CONCLUSION
Content validity of the LUMT has been demonstrated by the
endorsement of the wound care specialist panel. Concurrent
criterion validity has been illustrated by the excellent relationship between the LUMT size item and surface area tracings,
and by the moderate relationship between the LUMT total
score and tracings.
The clinician-rated section of the LUMT is reliable when
used by different raters or by the same rater, both experienced
and inexperienced. Increased clinical training in the use of the
LUMT is required to improve reliability. Responsiveness of the
LUMT has been demonstrated by its ability to adequately
detect change in leg ulcer appearance over time and to demonstrate a difference between healers and nonhealers.
The LUMT is appropriate for research and clinical use.
Further testing of responsiveness is advised.●
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